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INFLUENCE OFFUNDAMENTAL FORCE FACTORS ON THE TRANSVERSE VELOCITY 

OF FINE PARTICLES MOVING IN A TURBULENT GAS STREAM 

Z. R. Gorbis, F. E. Spokoinyi, 
and R. V. Zagainova 

UDC 532.582.7 

On the basis of a numerical solution of the equations of fine particle motion in a 
turbulent vertical stream forces of a different nature, acting in the radial direc- 
tion and governing the average transverse particle velocity, are analyzed. 

The motion of axisymmetric streams of a gas suspension has been examined in many cases 
as one-dimensional [i, 2]. The magnitudes of the longitudinal velocity and the concentration 
have hence been considered averaged over the cross section, and the transverse particle ve- 
locity has been taken as zero. However, formation of a concentration profile, whose analy- 
sis is possible only in the presence of information about the transverse particle motion in 
the gas suspension stream, acquires special value for different heat- and mass-transfer pro- 
cesses, the deposition of particles on channel walls, etc. The appearance of a radial com- 
ponent of the average particle velocity is due to the presence of a number of force effects, 
to be considered later, which act in the transverse direction. The particle motion hence 
specifies the ~ppearance of mass fluxes of a different nature: the average transverse mo- 
tion is a source of convective mass transport and the pulsating motion is diffuse. The ra- 
dial flux density of the particle mass is j = 8v s -- Ds(dS/dr). In a steady gas suspension 
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these mechanisms cancel out and assure constancy of the concentration fields. It follows 
from the expression presented that under these conditions (j = 0), the average radial par- 
ticle velocity is known not to be zero for dB/dr # 0. To determine the magnitude of this 
velocity it is necessary to use the equation of particle motion, which most completely re- 
flects the effects of the force factors. Many such forces were noted in [3, 4]; however, 
even the qualitative nature of their influence remains unexplained. Attempts at a quanti- 
tative comparison of the magnitudes of the forces are presented in [5, 6], but many of these 
estimates are not correct in connection with the incomplete and inadequately founded selec- 
tion of a number of initial dependences and parameters [I]. In the majority of other papers 
[7-12], only 1-2 of the possible mechanisms are taken into account and nowhere is the acces- 
sibility of neglecting the remaining factors estimated. Hence, by considering substantially 
analogous flow conditions, different authors consider mechanisms of different nature to be 
governing. A further analysis is performed on the basis of the equations of motion obtained 
for monodispersed fine particles (subject to Stokes law) in a vertically ascending gas sus- 
pension stream: 

Fr 1 - -  9 + U--Us --V, dU~ + . RSc -a = 0 ,  ( ! )  
2 9~ 2Stk dR ReR dR dR 

Vs V dVs 3,09 p D (Us_.U ds dU )• 
Stk dR H V 2 Re Ps d~ D dR 

dU 1,'2 KE t'~"RdR--9 ~ D 1 - - - -  
X dR, @~R-. Ps dsR------~ 

0 

Tw ) dU 
To ~ "+- 

@2,25 P (D)a BiR [ / T~ ~4] 1 d(V~> = o.  ( 2 )  

Here we use the dimensionless variables U = u/uo; Us = Us/Uo; V s = Vs/Uo; R = r/rw; Br = 
B/Bo; the complexes Fr = gD/u~; Stk = RePsd~/18pD2; Re = uoD/~; Sc = V/Ds; and Bu = 
0.75kfBoD/d s are the Froude, Stokes, Reynolds,Schmidt, andBouguer criteria; Bi R=oT~ds/~s is 

2 2  ~ J  2 the Blot radiation criterion; and K E = qlrwPsOo/eoUo. The members in (I) reflect the con- 
tribution of gravity, the drag force during longitudinal relative motion of the components, 
and the inertial force of the particles, written taking into account the average and pulsat- 
ing velocities. A larger number of force factors act on the particle in the radial direc- 
tion: the members in (2) correspond to the drag force during transverse particle motion, the 
force of particle inertia, the Saffman force associated with the gradient of the average gas 
velocity, the electrostatic repulsive force, forces of a radiometric nature (thermo- and 
photophoresis), and the effect of particle migration in an inhomogeneous pulsating velocity 
field. Moreover, some effects (considered in [13, 14], for example), whose contribution for 
the particles under consideration d s < i0 ~ is known to be small according to estimates made, 
are not included in (2). The boundary conditions for the system (I), (2) follow from the 
condition of stream symmetry along the axis (R = 0): 

V 8 = O; dUs dU 0; 
dR dR 

U,=U (0) -- Fr Stk (l--plps) -- 4, Stk V$, 
(3) 

where the coefficient ~ takes account of the difference between the turbulent viscosity of a gas v* 
and the particle coefficient of turbulent diffusion D s. Information about the radial dis- 
tribution of the fundamental turbulent flow characteristics of a carrying medium is needed 
in addition to the boundary conditions (3) in order to analyze the system of motion equations 
(i), (2). An analysis of data in the literature [15-17] permitted setting up the following 
dependences on the dimensionless distance from the wall y ~ 0.5 V~Re(I--R): 

a) for a viscous, near-wall layer (y < 7.8) 

U=V, [ 1.981n 1 + 35.6y ] 
141--11 .85y+y 2 @6.85arc ig  y - - 5 . 9 3  10.3 + 3.58 , (4) 
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= v * / v  "-~ 6 . 1 0 - ~ y  3, 

�9 ; V~ ~ 0 .168Re-1 /8 ;  <V'2> =V2 6+y  

b) for the flow core (y> 7.8) 

0.39- In 1 + 0.39(y--7.07) -t- 6.68-t- 12,6 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

e _~ 0.39 (y - -  7.07) (0.03 + 0.97R),  

V '2 ) = V  2 [0.78 + 0.22 cos n (1 - -  1.25R)]. i 
(8) 

(9) 

Hence 

dU 1 
. . . .  ReV~R/(I + v*/v) ( 1 0 )  
dR 2 

in each of the zones. The dependences (4)-(9) differ somewhat from the standard in connec- 
tion with the need to comply with the continuity conditions of the field U, e, dU/dR, <V'2> 
on the boundary of the near-wall layer. The expressions (6) and (9) have been obtained by 
approximating the data presented in [15, 16]. Since the particle concentration in the stream 
is considered sufficiently small (B < i0-~), the dependences (4)-(9) obtained for the gas 
stream can be used to furnish the characteristics of a carrying medium. 

For a numerical solution the initial system of differential equations (1)-(2) is replaced 
by a system of finite-difference equations of interpolation type. The channel radius is 
divided into three integration intervals and the spacing is diminished with the growth in 
the radial coordinate during passage from one interval to another. This permitted taking ac- 
count of the sharp change in all functions in the area of the viscous boundary layer and an 
essential diminution in the volume of computational work without significant accumulation 
of computational error. Values of the desired functions at two initial nodes of the mesh 
follow from the boundary conditions (3). The exception is the value of Vs(hl). It is cal' 
culated from the second equation of the system by using an Euler interpolation formula. To 
obtain values of the desired functions at each next node of the mesh, the solution of the ap- 
propriate nonlinear algebraic system is performed by a Zeidel-type iteration method. Val- 
ues calculated at the preceding mode are taken as initial approximations. The iteration 
process turned out to converge rapidly. It turned out to be sufficient to perform not more 
than six iterations to obtain a solution of the system to 10 -8 accuracy at any node of the 
mesh. A change in the integration Spacing during the passage from one range to another re- 
quired an additional calculation of the missing values of the function Us(R) near the bound- 
aries of the intervals. To do this, linear interpolation of the slowly varying function 
U(R)--Us(R) was performed. An M-220 electronic digital computer was used for the numerical 
solution of the problem. 

The axial and radial particle velocities in a turbulent gas suspension stream were com- 
puted by the method presented above for D = 0.i-I m; uo = i-I0 m/sec; d s = 0,i-I ~; BPs/P = 
10-2-10~ q~ = 10-n-10 -~ C/kg. This determined a broad range of changes in the criteria Re, 
Fr, Stk, BiR, Sc, Bu, K E. For definiteness in the numerical analysis, an air stream (P = i 
atm and T = 300~ was considered with graphite particles (Ps/P = 1.35"103). The optical 
properties of the particles were determined according to [18]. Thestream temperature mode 
was given by the condition Tw/To = 0.8-1.2, i.e., the temperature-drops were slight. Char- 
acteristic for the ds values under consideration is ~ = i, and the smallness of the particle 
concentration permits the hope that the first approximation in B ,~const will be correct. The 
computation results were comparedfor the developed turbulent mode. 

in order to comprehend the causes predetermining any character of the transverseparti- 
cle velocity profile, it is expedient to compare the magnitudes of the forces obtained in the 
numerical solution. In addition to the influence of the dimensionless factors, the influence 
of the initial dimensional quantities which enter simultaneously in several criteria can also 
be traced. Examples of the radial distributions of the forces governing the local values of 
the transverse particle velocity Vs are represented in Fig. la-d. The curves in this figure 
correspond to dimensionless quantitieswhich are defined by the ratio between the local value 
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Fig. i. Radial distributions of the forces acting on a par- 
ticle: Re = 6.2-104; Sc m = 3.3"I05; Bi R = 10-s; a) Fr = 9.8. 
10-3; Stk = 0.465-10-3; Bu = 0.167; D/d s = 10s; K E = 3.25- 
10-4; Tw/To = 1.0; b,c,d) Fr = 9.8; Stk = 0.465.10-~; Bu = 
1.67; D/d s = 10s; c) K E = 3.25"10-4; b and d) K E = 3.25; for 
c and d the solid curves are for Tw/To = 0.9 and the dashed 
curves, for i.I. 

of some given force F i and the scale of the stream inertial force estimated by means of the 
selected velocity and length scales: ~i = Firw/PsU~" In such form the quantities ~i corre- 
spond completely to the members in (2), and the subscript i corresponds to the sequence of 
writing the forces in this equation. 

The drag ~i equilibrates all the remaining forces acting on a particle in the radial di- 
rection. HenCe, it is expedient to analyze the nature of its change along the radius on 
the basis of data about the distribution of the remaining forces. For the conditions taken 
it is obtained that the magnitude of the particle inertial force ~2 is negligible in all the 
versions. Its qualitative changes are hence observed: a change in sign during passage 
through the boundary of the viscous sublayer, the presence of extrema on both sides of this 
boundary, and the smooth reduction in absolute value of ~2 with recession from the extrema 
(Fig. la). Therefore, the numerical computation indicates the admissibility of neglecting 
the quantity ~2 in the range of parameters considered. 

According to Fig. la-d, the magnitude of the Saffman force ~3 turns out to be negative 
near the stream axis for all the cases considered, decreases to the extremal point with the 
growth of R, and then rises abruptly and asymptotically approaches a positive constant value 
characteristic for the viscous sublayer. The relationship between the negative and positive 
sections of the curve hence depends on the comparable quantities (U s -- U) and (ds/2)(dU/dr). 
Indeed, the first quantity predominates in the stream core, being negative in this region 
because of gravitational slip, but the second is positive and predominates in the near-wall 
layer where an abrupt change in velocity occurs. A diminution in the particular diameter, 
and even more so in the channel diameter (i.e., a reduction in the Stokes and Froude numbers), 
will result (Fig. la) in a diminution in the negative section and a magnification of the 
positive section of the curve ~3(R) since it is related, respectively, to the reduction in 
the contribution of gravity and to the origination of the inequality U s > U in the peripheral 
zone, which is due to predominance of the convective and diffusion transport of a longitudi- 
nal pulse under the influence of gravitation. 

In contrast to ~3, the magnitude of the particle electrostatic repulsive force ~4 does 
not alter the nature of the dependence on R as the flow parameters vary. The form of the 
dependence is determined by the monotonic change in the integral factor, but the variable 
parameters in K E govern just the absolute value of the force. In conformity with the ex- 
pression of KE, a two-order-of-magnitude increase in the specific charge ql (from 10 -6 to 
10 -4 C/kg) results in a four-0rder increase in ~4. Exactly the same result is obtained also 
for an order-of-magnitude increase in the channel diameter if the condition Re = idem is 
hence satisfied. Consequently, the electrostatic repulsive force greatly governs the trans- 
verse particle motion (Fig. ib) for a fully realistic particle charge ql = i0 -4 C/kg for 
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large-diameter channels (for example, D = i m). A similar effect can be achieved for chan- 
nels of lesser diameter only with an essential increase in the concentration, since ~ ~ 8. 
The presence of particle electrostatic charges plays practically no part (Fig. la) for con- 
centrations 8 ~ 10 -5 and D = 0.i m. Therefore, a certain change in the initial data can trans- 
fer the magnitude of the force ~ from the dominant to the negligible. 

The thermophoresis force #5 turns out to be predominant in many cases even for a weakly 
nonisothermal stream, according to the results of the numerical solutions performed. Thus, 
for example, the thermophoresis force in the particular case D = I m, ql = 10 -4 C/kg deter- 
mines the transverse particle velocity completely even for [To--Twl--~lO-aTo, i.e., when the 
temperature drop between the wall and the stream is quite small: AT = 0.3~ Only for an 
ideally nonisothermal flow can the thermophoresis force not be taken into account. The mag- 
nitude of the thermophoresis force depends strongly on the ratio of the diameter, since ~5 ~ 
(D/ds) 2 For the case D = i m, d s = 0.i ~, even for an almost maximal particle charge, ~5 
turns out to be predominant if the temperature head is at least several degrees. The change 
in ~5 along the radius agrees with the behavior of the velocity gradient curve: the thermo- 
phoresis force grows in absolute value (its sign is determined by the sign of the difference 
To--Tw) with distance from the channel axis, reaches its maximum value at the boundary of the 
viscous layer, and does not change with a further approach toward the wall (Fig. ic). 

The nature of the change in the photophoresis force #6(R) corresponds completely to the 
distribution of the force ~4 over the channel radius: a substantial growth in the flow core 
with distance from the channel axis and practical invariance starting already at R~0.8. 
However, the photophoresis force ~6 turns out to be a comparatively small quantity in practice 
in all the cases considered, since the radiative heat fluxes were considerably less than the 
convective fluxes. Such a deduction agrees with [i0]. However, a significant rise in the 
radiation criterion Bi R (proportional to T 3) occurs with the rise in temperature and photo- 
phoresis can turn out to be the governing factor for high-temperature units. In this case, 
the dependence of ~6 on the particle and channel diameters can turn out to be important: ~6 
changes in proportion to D 3 (for Re = idem) and is inversely proportional to d~. The sim- 
plex D/d s hence enters in the expression for the Bouguer criterion also, in which the mag- 
nitude of the absorption coefficient grows with the increase in d s. The growth of the cri- 
terion Bu, due to the change in diameter or the increase in particle concentration, results 
in an increase in the quantity ~, and the dependence of ~6 on the radius becomes considerably 
steeper. At ordinary temperatures, thermophoresis is much more essential than photophoresis. 

Besides the forces considered, the quantity ~7, associated with the inhomogeneity of the 
pulsating velocity field of the carrying medium in the transverse direction, enters into Eq. 
(2) for V s . If <V~ 2> = <V'2>/(I + Stk2), then the magnitude of this force is determined only 
by the value of the Stokes criterion and the regularity of the change in intensity of the 
radial pulsations of the carrying medium. Only the second factor turns out to be governing 
in the range of conditions considered, since Stk 2 << i and does not influence ~7 in practice. 
The character of the change in #7 in the cross section for Re = idem (Fig. la-d) is practi- 
cally independent of the stream parameters. The quantity ~7 diminishes from the zero value 
on the axis as R grows, passes through a minimum in the area of R~0.4, and starts to grow 
monotonically, becoming positive at R~--~0.8. Therefore, the migration mechanism results in 
particle motion toward the axis in the central part of the channel and toward the wall in the 
peripheral zone. A monotonic growth of ~7 is observed up to the viscous layer boundary. For 
y = i0 the function has a maximum whose magnitude exceeds the value of the minimum at R~0.4 
almost 40-fold, and #7 is sharply reduced with a further approach to the wall. Let us note 
that in contrast to [12], the maximum of ~ holds not for y = i, i.e., not in the depth of 
the viscous layer in direct proximity to the wall, but for y~lO, i.e., on the outer bound- 
ary of the near-wall layer. Hence, the invalidity of the deduction [12] that ~7 is the 
single reason for particle precipitation follows. Computations show (Fig. la) that even in 
those few cases when the migration component predominates over the remaining members in (2) 
on a major part of the stream cross section, this relationship is spoiled near the wall be- 
cause of the sharp drop in #7 and the forces for which the asymptotic tendency to some con- 
stant value as y § 0 (for instance, #a-~6) become governing. 

The combined effect of all the forces considered affects the formation (because of the 
predominant factors) of the characteristic drag distribution ~i. Curves not of ~ but of 
--#,, which correspond completely to typical profiles of the transverse average particle ve- 
locity because of Vs =--~i/Stk, are represented in Fig. la-d, for the sake of clarity. Four 
groups of such diagrams hence are produced on the basis of the numerical solution. The first 
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is represented in Fig. ib for a predominant electrostatic force. The second (Fig. ic) cor- 
responds to the case when the thermophoresis force predominates. The thermophoresis and elec- 
trostatic forces are commensurate for the third group (Fig. id) and predominate over the re- 
maining effects. The solid lines in Fig. ic and d correspond to the case when the radiometric 
forces ~s and ~6 are positive and the dashed curve, to when they are negative. For positive 
thermophoresis this results in a nonmonotonic behavior of the curve of ~i or Vs(R) , respec- 
tively, as compared with Fig. ic because of the sharper growth in V s in the central part of 
the stream (Fig. id). Hence V s > 0 in the whole domain. If the sign of the thermophoresis 
force is negative, then particles on both sides move toward the point R~0.96 from which 
they should spread out over the section because of the diffusion mechanism. In the case of 
the fourth group (Fig. la), the Saffman forces and the migration component are governing. 
Near the axis the quantity V s changes sign upon imposition of positive thermophoresis, and 
V s is positive in the rest of the domain. Hence, ~7 predominates in the area of y ~ i0, but 
thermophoresis becomes governing for small y. If the thermophoresis force has a negative 
sign, then the profile Vs(R) is determined by the opposition of the two mechanisms mentioned. 
The effects of migration ~7 and the Saffman force ~3 become the principal factors for an iso- 
thermal stream (in the absence of radiometric forces). The first of these factors governs 
practically the whole Vs(R) field, while the second predominates in the near-wall zone (Fig. 
la). The sign-variability of the profile is such that particles move to the wall and to the 
axis from the section R ~ 0.8. 

The analysis of the numerical solution performed shows that the magnitude of the parti- 
cle radial velocity and the nature of its dependence on the radius vary substantially even 
for a quite insignificant change in the initial flow parameters. It can therefore be as- 
serted that each of the papers [4-12], which rely only on some particle transport mechanism, 
can be valid only in some strictly bounded range of the dimensionless parameters in the ini- 
tial system of equations. The present computations of Us and Vs, performed in the considered 
range of initial characteristics, show that the most distinct quantitative and qualitative 
effects can appear depending on the interaction between the different transport mechanisms 
for a different relationship between the magnitudes of the forces. It is evident that real 
physical conditions, when the factors which exerted no significant influence in the range 
considered (the Saffman force, particle inertia, photophoresis, etc.) can affect the flow 
picture substantially, are completely possible. 

The initial dependences, as well as the methodology of the numerical solution developed 
and realized for particular conditions, permit performing an analysis also for other cases 
not considered in this paper. The information about the particle behavior in a carrying 
stream which has been obtained can be used to study a concentration field of particles, their 
interaction with the channel walls, and to solve other related problems. 

NOTATION 

D, d, channel and particle diameters; Ds, coefficient of particle diffusion; kf, radia- 
tion absorption coefficient of particles; r, x, radial and longitudinal coordinates; T~ tem- 
perature; u, v, longitudinal and transverse velocities; vT, dynamic velocity; (<V'2>) I>, 
root-mean-square velocity pulsation in the radial direction; B, volumetric particle concen- 
tration in the stream; ~, coefficient of thermal conductivity; v, ~*, coefficients of molec- 
ular and molar viscosity; p, density; o, Stefan--Boltzmann constant. Indices: 0, value of 
quantities on the stream axis; s, solid particles; w, value on the channel wall. 
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FORMATION OF A GAS BUBBLE ON A VIBRATING CAPILLARY 

IMMERSED IN A LIQUID 

I. S. Grachev, D. T. Kokorev,* 
and V. F. Yudaev 

UDC 532.529.6 

The formation of a train of bubbles in a low-viscosity liquid is investigated. The 
dependence of the gas flow rate during formation of the bubble train on the vibra- 
tional acceleration of the capillary is determined. 

One of the techniques used to intensify mass transfer at a liquid--gas or liquid--liquid 
interface is to disperse one of the phases by means of a vibrating nozzle or macrocapillary 
(bubbling, dispersion, etc.). This technique enables one to control the particle size of the 
dispersed phase over a wide range and to increase the relative velocity of the interacting 
phases. In the present study we attempt to formulate a fluid-mechanical description of the 
formation of a single gas bubble on a vibrating macrocapillary immersed in a liquid. 

To derive the bubble-growth equation we assume that: I) the surface-tension forces im- 
part a spherical shape to the bubble; 2) prior to breakoff the bubble remains rigidly con- 
nected to the capillary, which vibrates in a vertical plane according to a harmonic law. In 
the direction of the vertical axis, therefore, the center of the growing bubble is simulta- 
neously involved in two motions, one reciprocating A sin mt and the other translational R(t) 
due to its own growth (Fig. la), such that 

z = R ( t ) +  A sino)t. (1) 

The v e l o c i t y  of the center of the bubble is  

U =  __dz = - - d R  +A~cos~t .  (2) 
dt dt 

The v e l o c i t y  p o t e n t i a l  of the  l i q u i d  sur rounding  the  growing s p h e r i c a l  bubble i s  w r i t t e n  as 
follows [i]: 
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